
HOW TO CREATE THE ULTIMATE

routine



GOOD MORNING!!

How you start each morning can have a massive impact on the perspective
and presence you bring to the day ahead. It can be the difference between
owning whatever it is life is about to throw your way, and finishing the day
hiding under the covers with a packet of Tim Tams. 

I have spent a long time practicing and refining my morning routine, and
now I wouldn't be without it. I'm so excited to share it with you and hope
that you too get to experience the same peacefulness and joy from it that I
do.

Much love,
Grace

MY TOP TIPS TO HELP YOU GET THE MOST
FROM YOUR MORNING ROUTINE...

Devote this time, energy
and space to yourself. That
may mean having to
physically and mentally
remove yourself from
thoughts and people.

There should be no
checking of DM's, or
responding to emails,
or scrolling the socials
during your morning
routine.

Feel free to start with just 1-2
things from the guide and
build your routine up over
time.

Get excited
about getting

up in the
morning and

doing this for
YOU.





DAILY
CHECKLIST

Visualisation

Journalling

Meditation

Breathwork

Hot drink

Clear Space



What am I available for today?

What am I not available for today?

What am I grateful for today?

My intention for today is....

Today I feel ...

Morning Journal
 

START YOUR DAY WITH THESE JOURNAL PROMPTS



MEDITATION
Download and listen

to our guided morning
meditation

BREATHWORK

Take 1-5 mins to
visualise your

best outcome for
what your

current focus is. 
 

What do you
see, feel and

hear when you
have it?

VISUALISATION

HOT DRINK

Use the Owaken
app to explore

some breathwork

Sit and sip on your
favourite morning
brew - coffee, tea,

cacao - your choice!


